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TELEGGRAPHING.

From Petersburg, Virginia.

Special News from Petersburg.

Latest News from the Surveyor's Office.

Reported Capture of the Harper's Ferry.

Friends Some Days from Petersburg.

The Rebels Marching on Pittsburg.

Eight Men Arrested for Selling Contraband.

Disorder in Tennessee's Army.

Strength of the Rebel Armies.

The State of Western Virginia.

Inauguration of the First Governor.

Suppressed Newspapers by Geo. Schatts.

Favorable News from Yorktown.

Supposed Rebel Designs on Baltimore.

Mercury Fired by the Rebels.

A Fight Expected near Chambersburg Tomorrow.

Four Thousand Rebels and Herold's Division Prevented from Moving.

Forty Thousand Rebels near Petersburg.

Rebel Gen. Hunter at Williamsburg with Rebel Flag.

Jefferson Protesting the People to the Shimane.

Rebellion at Fredericktown 35,000 to 40,000 Strong.

Barricading in Baltimore.

Baltimore Rebels Hard.

Capture of a Rebel Steamboat.

Rebel Cavalry near Gettysburg.

Yellwoodmen Near the Blackstock.

Burton, Ga., Burned by the Federals.

Iron-clads at Brunswick, Ga.


The Rebels Transparent the City.

Fighting at Middletown, Va.

The Enemy Expelled.

Rebel Fortifying Beach Head.

(General Correspondence.)
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